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ABSTRACT
Adaptive code modulation (ACM) has been studied for last two decades to enhance the
bandwidth and power efficiency in a bandwidth-constrained and power-constrained
communication system environment. Also, the existing digital video broadcasting-return channel
via satellite (DVB-RCS) and the second-generation DVB satellite (DVB-S2) including the future
protected spectrum waveform have employed ACM. This paper studies how to decide the
boundaries of a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the ACM mode selection for a given set of
parameters and system model. Also, this paper proposes an efficient and practical algorithm to
search the proper ACM mode that meets a target bit error rate (BER) and achieves the maximum
data rate. The proposed algorithm is found to be effective under jamming and interference, even
if channel and jamming state information are unavailable. The results in this paper can be
applicable to future satellite and mobile communication system designs against jamming and
interference environments.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive code modulation (ACM) has been studied for last two decades to enhance the
bandwidth and power efficiency in a bandwidth- and power-constrained communication system
environment [1]-[3]. For example, Ellis and Pursley [1] examined the integration of adaptive
modulation and channel coding protocols with fountain coding in a packet radio system. Also,
the existing digital video broadcasting-return channel via satellite (DVB-RCS) and the secondgeneration DVB satellite (DVB-S2) including the future protected spectrum waveform have
employed an ACM [4]-[9].
This research studies how to determine the ACM boundaries of the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) for a given set of parameters and the system model. The results here will be useful for the
designing future satellite communication systems against jamming and interference
environments.
Chapter 2 describes the system model, and Chapter 3 presents process in selecting the
ACM mode out of ten modes, assuming that jamming state information is available and is
unavailable at the receiver. Chapter 4 compares and discusses the numerical results for the three
cases, and Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2
SYSTEM MODEL
The system model is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. System model.
2.1

Adaptive Code Modulation Model
Two sets of adaptive code modulations are considered here. The first set is comprised of

ten modes. These are combinations of two M-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) modulations (i.e.,
quadrature PSK [QPSK] and 8PSK) and a convolutional forward error correction (FEC) code
with five different code rates (i.e., 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, and 1). The connection generator matrices
for a convolutional code of constraint length 7 for these five code rates are listed in Table 1 [13].
The code rates and the constraint length are obtained from the DVB-S2 standard [9]. The ten
ACM modes will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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TABLE 1
GENERATOR MATRICES FOR CONVOLUTIONAL CODE OF CONSTRAINT
LENGTH 7 WITH CODE RATES 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3
Code Rate
1
1/4
1/3
1/2

Generator Matrices
(Constraint Length 7)
0
[163 147 135 135 ]
[171 165 133]
[155 177]

2/3

⎡ 5 23 27 ⎤
⎢53 51 65 ⎥
⎣
⎦

d free

Coding Gain
Gc ≈ d free Rc in dB

No Coding
22
15
8

0
7.4
7
6

5

5.22

The second ACM set is comprised of 20 modes. These are combinations of two
modulations—QPSK and 8PSK—and a low-density parity check (LDPC) FEC of 12 code rates
(i.e., 1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10, and 1). For QPSK, all 12 code rates are
used, whereas for 8PSK, only eight code rates are used: 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6, 8/9, 9/10, and 1.
This is because the bandwidth efficiency of 8PSK with a low code rate (1/4, 1/3, 2/5, 1/2) is
lower than that of QPSK with a 9/10 rate. These code rates are obtained from DVB-S2 standard
[9, p. 13]. The twenty ACM modes will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2.2

Channel Model
A Rician fading channel in addition to additive white Gaussian noise channel (AWGN) is

considered instead of Rayleigh fading because the line-of-sight (LOS) component is typically
available in a satellite communication system. This paper assumes partial band tone jamming
(PBTJ) or partial band noise jamming (PBNJ). Interference can be added with no difficulty
because this paper considers an AWGN type of interference. Most literature also considers the
AWGN type of interference.
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The proposed algorithm is effective for any other type of interference and jamming
because the proposed algorithm uses the bit error rate (BER) criteria to select the ACM mode
and does not have the jamming and interference state information. Therefore, this paper assumes
a PBNJ without loss of generality. The probability of being jammed is between 0 and 1. The
probability density function of the instantaneous received symbol SNR in a Rician fading
channel is written as
pγ (γ ) =

K +1

γ

⎡
⎢⎣

exp − K −

( K + 1) γ ⎤ ⎡
γ

I 0 ⎢2

⎥⎦
⎣

K ( K + 1) γ

γ

⎤
⎥
⎦

(1)

where γ = E [γ ] is the expectation of instantaneous SNR, which is equal to γ = h Es N0 or
2

γ = h Es ( N0 + β N J ) under Rician fading, depending on the jamming state,
2

K

is the Rician

fading factor, and h is the Rician fading coefficient whose power is written from the work of
Proakis [15, eqn. 2.3-58] as

π − k/2 ⎡
⎛K⎞
⎛ K⎞⎤
E ⎡⎣ h 2 ⎤⎦ = σ
e ⎢(1+ K )I 0 ⎜ ⎟ + KI1 ⎜ ⎟ ⎥
⎝ 2⎠
⎝ 2 ⎠⎦
2
⎣

(2)

and I 0 ( x ) and I1 ( x ) are the zero-th and first order of the modified Bessel function,
respectively, assuming there is no loss of generality ( σ =1). Also, ES N 0 = ( log 2 M ) Eb N 0 and
2

ES N J

= ( log 2 M ) Eb N J are the symbol energy-to-noise power spectral density ratio and

symbol energy-to-jamming plus noise power spectral density ratio, respectively, where Eb is the
bit energy, and M is 4 or 8.
The probability that the selected ACM mode information is fed back to the transmitter
incorrectly is negligible. This is because the amount of feedback information is very small,
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compared to the data amount, and sufficient power can be allocated for the ACM mode
information transmission. The transmitter applies the received ACM mode information for the
next frame interval. Each frame (or an update time interval for ACM) consists of sufficient
number of data bits to estimate BER (or packet error probability) reliably. For example, 100,000
bits per frame is sufficient for a target BER of 10-3. Assume that the ACM mode selected by the
receiver is delivered perfectly for the transmitter to use during the next frame interval. Each
frame consists of a large number of symbols (i.e. 300). The average of the received symbol SNR
γ can be written as

ES
2
⎧
E⎡
⎣ h ⎤⎦ N
⎪
0
⎪
⎪
⎛ ES ES
γ =⎨
⎜
⎪E ⎡ h 2 ⎤ ⎜ β N J N0
⎪ ⎣ ⎦ ⎜ ES
ES
⎪
⎜ βN + N
⎩
⎝
J
0

2.3

no jamming

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(3)
jamming w/ prob. β

Parameters
Table 1 lists ten modes of the adaptive code modulations, which are combinations of

QPSK and 8PSK and an FEC code with five different rates, i.e., convolutional codes of 1/4, 1/3,
1/2, 2/3, and 1 (no coding). These code rates are obtained from the DVB-S2 standard.
The instantaneous bit SNR range is from 0 to 40 dB. The calculation for the jamming
environment in this thesis assumes that the transmitted signal is jammed with Eb / N J = 10 dB and
jamming probability β =1. ACM BER under the Rician fading of factor K is given as 5.
The MATLAB© software (version 2016) was used for this calculation. The related
MATLAB codes are listed in the appendices.
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CHAPTER 3
SELECTING ADAPTIVE CODE MODULATION METHOD
This chapter discusses the method in selecting an ACM mode out of ten possible
combinations of convolutional FEC and QPSK/8PSK modulations (or twenty combinations of
LDPC FEC and QPSK/8PSK modulation) when the instantaneous SNR is time-varying due to
the presence of fading and jamming/interference. Case A finds the lower and upper SNR
boundaries, i.e., SNR region for each ACM mode to be used, assuming an AWGN channel of
Es N 0 . Case B assumes that jamming state information (JSI) (e.g., Es N J and jamming

probability β ) is available at the receiver and finds the SNR region for each ACM mode using
the known JSI. Case C assumes that JSI is unknown at the receiver and presents an efficient
algorithm for how to select a proper ACM mode based on BER or symbol error rate test using
the SNR regions obtained for Case A.
3.1

Case A: SNR Boundaries under AWGN
SNR boundaries will be determined to guarantee that the instantaneous BER under fading

is less than or equal to a maximum allowable BER. For example, the maximum BER is set to
−3
Pb ,max = 10 for combinations of convolutional FEC and QPSK/8PSK, and

Pb ,max = 10

−5

for

combinations of LDPC FEC and QPSK/8PSK modulations in this paper, and hence the
instantaneous BER Pb (γ ) ≤ Pb ,max = 10 −3 or 10 −5 . If MPSK and a convolutional error correction
code are used, then an explicit union upper bound of the BER after the convolution decoding can
be written from the work of Goldsmith [3, eqn. 8.71] and Moon [14, pp. 503-504] as

Pb (γ ) ≤

∞

∑ a ( d ) P (γ )

d = d free

6

d

(4)

for a given instantaneous symbol SNR γ = ( log2 M ) γ b , where γ b is the instantaneous bit SNR, d
is the Hamming distance between the correct convolutional code word trellis path and an
incorrect trellis path, a ( d ) is the number of incorrect paths whose distance from the correct path
is d ≥ d free , which is uncorrectable, and Pd (γ ) is the pairwise convolutional error correction code
word error probability due to decoding the received word incorrectly from the correct code word
trellis path to an incorrect code word trellis path of distance d . Here, Pd (γ ) can be written as

Pd (γ ) ≈ Q
=Q
∞

where Q (α ) = ∫ 1

(

(

(

2dRcγ sin π M

)

2dRc (log 2 M )γ b sin π M

)

(5)

)

2
2π exp −t / 2 dt is the tail probability of a normalized Gaussian random

α

variable larger than or equal to α , R is the code rate, and it is assumed that whenever a code
c

symbol error occurs, it is demodulated into a wrong symbol with the minimum distance in the
MPSK signal constellation.
Figure 2 shows the BER rate Pb (γ ) versus γ = Eb / N0 for the ten ACM modes under
AWGN, using equations (4) and (5). The crossing points at Pb (γ ) = 10−3 marked by red triangles are
the lower boundaries of γ i for ACM mode i under the case of AWGN when there is no jamming.
Table 2 lists the SNR boundaries for the no-jamming case using the results in Figure 2.
Note that the bandwidth efficiencies under 8PSK with code rates 1/4 and 1/3 are lower than that
of QPSK with code rate 2/3, but they require a higher SNR in order to maintain 10-3 BER. Thus,
the 8PSK modulation with code rates 1/4 and 1/3 are neglected.
Under a fading environment, the SNR γ will vary. If γ is known at the receiver, then the
proper ACM mode can be selected using SNR boundaries from Table 2.
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BER

10-2

10

-3

10-4

10

-5

0

2

QPSK Rc 1/4

4

6

Eb/No (dB)

8

10

QPSK Rc 1/3

QPSK Rc 1/2

8PSK Rc 2/3

8PSK Uncoded

QPSK Rc 1/4 Jammed

QPSK Rc 1/3 Jammed

QPSK Rc 1/2 Jammed

QPSK Rc 2/3 Jammed

QPSK Rc 2/3

8PSK Rc 1/2

12

QPSK Uncoded

8PSK Rc 1/2 Jammed

QPSK Uncoded Jammed

8PSK Rc 2/3 Jammed

8PSK Uncoded Jammed

Pb target

SNR boundary no jammimg

SNR boundary under jammimg

Figure 2. Bit error rate Pb (γ ) versus γ = Eb / N0 in dB under AWGN for 10 ACM modes plotted,
assuming no jamming and jamming with Eb / N J = 10 dB . Crossing points at Pb (γ ) = 10−3 (i.e., lower
boundaries of γ i for ACM mode i) are marked by triangles in red and blue for no jamming and
jamming cases, respectively.
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TABLE 2
SNR BOUNDARIES FOR TEN ACM MODES UNDER AWGN OR AWGN
"
PLUS JAMMING WHEN # = 10 dB AND β = 1
$%

3.2

SNR Lower Bound γ i in dB for
ACM Mode i, i.e., Pb (γ i ) = 10−3

Bandwidth Efficiency
R (γ i )
= ( log 2 M ) Rc
B
( bits / ( s ⋅ Hz ) )

No Jamming

Under Jamming

No
Transmission

0

–

–

1

QPSK + Rc 1/4

0.5

γ b ,1 = 1.3

γ b ,1, J = 1.9

2

QPSK + Rc 1/3

0.66

γ b ,2 = 2.0

γ b ,2, J = 2.7

3

QPSK + Rc 1/2

1

γ b ,3 = 2.2

γ b ,3, J = 3.0

4

QPSK + Rc 2/3

1.33

γ b ,4 = 3.6

γ b ,4, J = 4.8

5

8PSK + Rc 1/4

0.75

γ b ,5 = 4.6

γ b ,5, J = 6.1

6

8PSK + Rc 1/3

1

γ b ,6 = 5.3

γ b ,6, J = 7.2

7

8PSK + Rc 1/2

1.5

γ b ,7 = 5.6

γ b ,7, J = 7.5

8

QPSK + Rc 1
(no coding)

2

γ b,8

γ b,8,J

9

8PSK + Rc 2/3

2

γ b ,9 = 7.0

γ b ,9, J = 10.0

10

8PSK + Rc 1
(no coding)

3

γ b ,10 = 10.0

γ b,10, J = ∞
cannot be achieved

ACM
Mode
Index
i

ACM Mode

0

γ i ≤ γ < γ i +1

= 6.8

= 9.6

Case B: SNR Boundaries under Jamming with JSI
When the transmitted signal is jammed with Eb / N J = 10 dB and jamming probability

β = 1, for example, the required crossing boundary point γ b ,i , J for the ACM mode to achieve the

same Pb (γ ) = 10 −3 is shifted to a higher SNR than γ b ,i because the effective symbol energy-tojamming-plus-noise ratio (SJNR) is E ( N + β N ) under AWGN and jamming (but no fading).
S

0

J

This SJNR can be rewritten as

9

SJNR =

ES ES

β N J N0

⎛ E
⎜ βN
⎝

+

S

J

ES
N0

⎞
⎟
⎠

(6)

It is interesting to know the shifting amount (10 log10 γ b ,i , J ) −(10 log10 γ b ,i ) in dB in order for the
transmitter to use the same ACM mode under jamming with known JSI. This amount indicates
how much the transmitter needs to increase its transmitter power P or SNR ES N 0 in equation
T

(6) because ES = PT T and the one-side AWGN power spectral density level N and symbol time
0

T are constant. If the transmitter cannot change its transmit power, then this shifting amount

indicates selecting a proper ACM mode to achieve the same target BER. This paper assumes a
constant transmit power, i.e., no power adaptation but rather a rate adaptation because typical
satellite systems use constant power.
As can be seen previously in Figure 2, the crossing points at Pb (γ b,i ,J ) = 10−3 , which are
marked by triangles in blue color, are the lower SNR boundaries for ACM mode i under
jamming. Note that the horizontal axis in Figure 2 is not SJNR but SNR γ b = Eb N 0 . The symbol
SNR boundary γ i , J = ES N 0 under jamming can be expressed in terms of known JSI ( ES N J , β )
and the SNR boundary γ i = ES N 0 obtained under no jamming from Pb (γ i ) = Pb ( SJNR(γ i ,J )) = 10−3
as
γ i ,J =

ES

β NJ

⎛ ES
⎞
⎜ β N − γi ⎟
⎝ J
⎠

γi

(7)

This is obtained from equation (6) by setting
γ i = SJNR (γ i , J ) =

ES

β NJ

10

γ i ,J

⎛ ES
⎞
+
γ
,
i
J
⎜ βN
⎟
⎝ J
⎠

(8)

where γ i = ( Es N0 ) is log 2 M multiplied by the crossing points

γ b ,i

at Pb (γ ) = 10

−3

under

only AWGN but no jamming. This is because both BERs are approximately a function of the tail
probability Q (α ) for both Cases A and B.
Again, the SJNR γ J will vary under a fading environment. If γ J is known at the receiver,
i.e., channel state information ( Eb N 0 , Eb N J , and β ) is known, then the proper ACM mode can
be selected using Table 2 for the jamming case because Table 2 lists the SNR boundaries γ b ,i , J at
the fifth column for the jamming case, using the blue marks shown previously in Figure 2. Note
also that 8PSK with no coding cannot be used because Pb (γ ) = 10 −3 cannot be achieved, even at
γ b ,10, J = ∞ . Note that the gap between γ i , J and γ i in dB, i.e., (10 log10 γ b ,i , J ) −(10 log10 γ b ,i ) in dB,

by using equation (7), matches closely with the gap between γ b ,i , J and γ b ,i in dB in Table 2.
Furthermore, from equation (7), a simple theorem can be stated.
Theorem 1: The ACM mode i can be used only if ES β N J > γ i . Else, the ACM mode i
cannot be employed.
Proof of Theorem 1: This is because the denominator in equation (7) becomes negative.
For example, ACM mode i = 10 in Table 2 cannot be employed when Eb N J = 10 dB , and β = 1 .
3.3

Case C: SNR Boundaries under Jamming without JSI
If the channel is jammed but JSI is unknown, then a proper ACM mode cannot be

selected directly from the fifth column of Table 2 because γ J is unavailable, i.e., Eb N J and β
are unknown. Therefore, we propose to use the boundaries γ i obtained for Case A (unjammed
case) and employ the BER criteria of whether a trial ACM mode satisfies or not. When the trial
ACM mode satisfies

−3

Pb (γ J ) ≤ 10 ,

the required BER during the current test interval (which is less
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than the channel coherence time that can be a frame of multiple symbols), then the trial ACM
mode is moved to the next ACM mode of higher bandwidth efficiency for the next test
transmission. If the chosen ACM mode still satisfies the BER requirement, then the next ACM
mode is moved to again. If the new trial ACM mode does not satisfy the BER requirement, then
the ACM mode is moved down, and so on.
Figure 3 shows the flow chart of the proposed algorithm in detail. Since only the
boundary γ i obtained for Case A (unjammed case) is available, the algorithm will find which
ACM mode is appropriate to use boundary γ i for Case C with unknown received SJNR γ J by
using the simple BER test.

Figure 3. Flow chart of proposed ACM mode selection when JSI is unavailable.
12

As can be seen in Figure 3, variable i denotes the index of the trial SNR boundary (or
ACM mode index), g is the chosen ACM mode index at the end of each loop for a given
boundary γ i test, and n is the number of possible modes, e.g., 8 in Table 2. Therefore, the
maximum number of possible trial frames is 8 in this case. The following explanation is
presented to demonstrate the process of the proposed algorithm using the example in Table 2.
The flow chart starts at the first input cutoff SNR, γ b ,1 = 1.3 dB. The receiver sets the index to
g = 1 and initializes it using the first ACM mode, which is QPSK modulation with a code rate
1/4, even under a jamming environment, because the receiver has no JSI. However, at this
modulation, the receiver cannot achieve 10-3 BER because of the jamming signal presence, e.g.,
Eb N J = 10

dB. Refer to the broken red line in Figure 2 and column 5 of Table 2. This needs to be

at least 1.9 dB to achieve the target BER 10-3. The receiver lowers the trial ACM index (i.e., g =
g – 1), which becomes 0 ACM mode, i.e., no transmission for i = 1 boundary, i.e., γ 1 . Hence, the
algorithm outputs no transmission ACM mode for region 1, i.e.,

γ1 ≤ γ J < γ 2 .

Now, the receiver will make a decision for the next AWGN boundary γ 2 = 2.0 dB. Then
the receiver checks to see if index g has reached the last ACM mode before it increases the trial
ACM index (i.e., g = g + 1). Again, the receiver checks the cutoff SNR γ 2 with the QPSK
modulation with code rate 1/3. However, it detects that the BER is higher than 10-3 at γ 2 =
2.0 dB under the jamming scenario in Table 2. Refer to column 5 of Table 2 and Figure 2. At
least 2.7 dB is needed to achieve the target BER for the jamming signal presence with E N = 10
b

J

dB. Then the receiver lowers the ACM index to the previous mode, which is, again, the QPSK
modulation with code rate 1/4. Thus, the modulation that will be used for region 2, i.e.,
γ 2 ≤ γ J < γ 3 , is QPSK modulation with code rate 1/4.
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This process is continued. At γ 6 = 6.8 dB, the receiver starts making decisions from
ACM mode 1 and will continue increasing the modulation while the BER 10-3 can be achieved.
The decision process continues until the ACM mode with 8PSK modulation and code rate 1/2.
Then it detects that the BER is higher than 10-3 at γ 6 = 6.8 dB. Refer to column 5 of Table 2 and
Figure 2. At least 7.5 dB is needed to achieve the target BER. The receiver then lowers the ACM
mode to the less-efficient-bandwidth ACM mode. This process continues until the last boundary,
e.g., γ 8 , is decided. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can indicate what ACM mode should be
used, even if the jamming state information is not available.
The decision based on boundaries is made for calculating the bandwidth efficiency and
data rate. In practice, the algorithm presented in Figure 3 can accept an instantaneous γ and select
the proper ACM modulation based on the given γ to maximize the bandwidth efficiency and data
rate.
Table 3 lists the selected ACM mode based on the SNR

γ b ,i , J

boundaries from Case A.

The ACM modes listed in column 2 of Table 3 are selected based on the proposed algorithm to
achieve the target BER 10-3 under presence of the jamming signal with E N = 10 dB and
b

J

jamming probability β =1.
The average bandwidth efficiency is computed as

R (γ )
R (γ i )
N
= ∑ i =mode
Pr(mode i is selcted)
1
B
B

Pr(mode i is selected)= ∫

γ i +1

γi
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pγ (γ )dγ ,

(9)

(10)

where

N mode is the number of possible ACM modes, B is the channel bandwidth equal to the

inverse of the symbol interval 1/ T , and pγ

(γ )

is the probability density function of Rician

fading in (1) with Rican factor K = 5 and the average received SNR γ .
TABLE 3
SELECTED ACM MODES FOR CASE C USING AWGN SNR BOUNDARIES UNDER
"
AWGN PLUS JAMMING WHEN # = 10 dB AND β = 1
$%

Bandwidth Efficiency
R (γ i )
= ( log 2 M ) Rc
B
( bits / ( s ⋅ Hz ) )

ACM
Mode
Index
i

ACM Mode

0

No Transmission

1 23

1

No Transmission

1 25

2

QPSK + Rc 1/4

1 26
4

= log : 4 *

=

3

QPSK + Rc 1/4

1 2?

= log : 4 *

=

4

QPSK + Rc 1/2

5

QPSK + Rc 2/3

1 2A
4

= log : 4 *

:

6

QPSK + Rc 2/3

1 2C

= log : 4 *

:

7

QPSK + Rc 2/3

1 2D

= log : 4 *

:

8

8PSK + Rc 2/3

4
4

4
1 2@
4

4
4
1 2E
4

SNR Lower Bound γ i in dB for
ACM Mode i, i.e., Pb (γ i ) = 10−3

γ i ≤ γ < γ i +1

No Jamming

= 0

–

= 0

γ b ,1 = 1.3

= 0.5

γ b ,2 = 2.0

= 0.5

γ b ,3 = 2.2

= 1

γ b ,4 = 3.6

= 1.33

γ b ,7 = 5.6

= 1.33

γ b,8 = 6.8

= 1.33

γ b ,9 = 7.0

>
>

= log : 4 *
B
B
B

= log : 8 *

=
:

:
B

= 2

γ b ,10 = 10.0

The average BER is also taken over the Rician fading as

Pb = ∑i =mode
Pb (γ mode i ) Pr(mode i is selcted)
1
N

(

)

where Pb γ mode i is computed using equation (4) for γ i ≤ γ < γ i +1 , i = 1,
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(11)

, Nmode .

CHAPTER 4
NUMERICAL RESULTS
This chapter discusses the numerical results of the ACM bandwidth efficiency and ACM
BER under the Rician fading of factor K = 5. Both the no-jamming case and the jamming case
with Eb / N J = 10 dB and jamming probability β = 1 are considered.
Figure 4 shows the instantaneous spectral efficiency versus SNR γ = Eb / N 0 in dB for the
no-jamming case (Case A), jamming with JSI case (Case B), and jamming without JSI case
(Case C). No fading is assumed. Observe that there are six noticeable steps and one unnoticeable
step at γ equal to 7 dB for Case A. This is because ACM modes 8 and 9 produce the same
bandwidth efficiency, which is consistent with the results in Table II. Therefore, it would be
better to not employ mode 9 if the goal is to achieve a higher bandwidth efficiency.
3
2.5

R(r)/B

2
1.5
1
caseA No jamming
caseB under jamming w/ JSI
caseC under jamming w/o JSI

0.5
0

0

5

10

Gamma in dB

15

20

Figure 4. Instantaneous spectral efficiency versus γ = Eb / N0 in dB for no jamming (Case A),
jamming with JSI (Case B), and jamming without JSI (Case C). No fading is considered.
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However, as shown previously in Figure 2, mode 9 can achieve a lower BER than mode 8
at a higher SNR. For example, if the target BER is 10-4, then it would be better to employ mode
9. Two ACM modes 5 and 6 are not employed as stated earlier because they show worse
bandwidth efficiency and require a higher SNR than mode 4. Also, observe that the maximum
instantaneous bandwidth efficiency is 3 bits/s/Hz, which can be achieved with 8PSK of no
coding when the instantaneous SNR is greater than 10 dB.
Observe also in Figure 4 that Cases B and C under jamming show similar performance,
but the maximum reachable instantaneous bandwidth efficiency is only 2 bits/s/Hz. This is
because mode 10 shows a BER floor higher than 10-3 in Figure 1, even for a very strong ES N 0
= 10, and mode 10 cannot be used. The 2 bits/s/Hz can be achieved by employing QPSK with no
coding.
Observe also in Figure 4 that Case C (without JSI) shows a performance close to Case B
(with JSI), even if JSI is not available. This is surprising and encouraging. Note also that the
proposed algorithm does not need channel estimation, which simplifies the receiver processing
significantly. The time delay caused by searching for a proper ACM mode with BER criteria
may be acceptable in many applications, e.g., a disruption/delay-tolerant network (DTN) [10][12]. It will take less than an eight-frame interval delay to update the ACM mode if there are
eight possible ACM modes in total, because each frame size can be sufficient to generate a BER
test, e.g., 100,000 bits per frame, and eight frames take only 80 ms for a data rate of 10 Mbps.
Therefore, the proposed algorithm shown in Figure 3 may be usable for future MILSATCOM
waveform designs.
Figure 5 shows the average bandwidth efficiency versus the average received SNR γ
and presents the results of Cases A, B, and C. Observe again that Case C (without JSI) shows a
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performance close to Case B (with JSI), even if JSI is not available, and Case C shows almost the
same performance as Case B when γ ≥ 20 dB for a given scenario of jamming in this research.

R(r)/B

2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
caseA
caseB
caseC

1

5

10

15

20

Gamma bar dB

25

30

Figure 5. Average bandwidth efficiency comparisons of Cases A, B, and C.
Average is taken over Rician fading of Rican factor K = 5.
Figure 6 shows the average BER versus γ and compares the results for Cases A, B, and
C. Again, the average is taken over the Rician fading. Observe in Figure 6 that Case A shows the
smallest (best) average BER when γ is sufficiently higher than 20 dB because Cases B and C
show the BER floor due to jamming for a high SNR region. Observe that when the average SNR
is lower than 20 dB, Case C shows a smaller BER than Case B and even Case A. This is because
in Case A, all eight of the ACM modes are considered, while in Case B, the 8PSK modulation
with no coding is deleted since the BER target cannot be achieved under jamming. And in Case
C (refer to Table 4), only four of the ACM modes are used: QPSK with code rates of 1/4, 1/2,
and 2/3, and 8PSK with a code rate of 2/3. In addition, the first region in Case C is considered as
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a no-transmission region because the lower SNR boundary cannot achieve the target BER. Thus,
the average BER of Case B is higher than that of Case C, but Case B has higher bandwidth
efficiency than Case C. And since the instantaneous BER under fading is set to be less than or
equal to a maximum allowable BER 10-3, the average BER of Case B is acceptable. This paper
focuses more on bandwidth efficiency criteria than BER.

Figure 6. Average BER comparisons of Cases A, B, and C. Average is taken over
Rician fading of Rican factor K = 5.
Observe also in Figure 6 that the average BER of Cases B and C are bounded (flat lines)
as the SNR is increasing, while that of Case A is consistently decreasing. This is because Cases
B and C are under jamming, while Case A is under no jamming. The probability density function
of the instantaneous SNR in a Rician fading channel of Case A, written as equation (1), is a
function of γ , while the probability density function of SJNR in a Rician fading channel for
Cases B and C is a function of γ J .
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Figure 7 shows a comparison between γ and γ J whose relationship is described in
equation (3). Observe that as Eb / N 0 increases, γ is proportionally increasing since it is a
function of Eb / N 0 , while γ J is saturated because it is limited by Eb / N J = 10 dB. Since γ J is
slowly increasing compared to γ , it affects the average BER of Cases B and C and causes them
to flatten, as shown in Figure 5. In other words, under a jamming environment, the average BER
is limited by Es / N J = log 2 ( M ) Eb / N J .

50
.
.J

. (dB)

40
30
20
10
0

0

10

20

30

40

Figure 7. Comparison between average SNR with no jamming case and with jamming case.

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 8 presents the BER versus γ b = Eb N 0 for the second set of twenty ACM modes
under AWGN. These ACMs are combinations of two modulations—QPSK and 8PSK—and the
LDPC FEC of 12 code rates [9, p. 13]. The crossing points at Pb (γ ) = 10 −5 marked by red triangles
are the lower boundaries of γ i for ACM mode i under AWGN when there is no jamming.
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10

QPSK R 1/4
c

-1

QPSK R 1/3
c

QPSK R 2/5
c

QPSK R 1/2
c

QPSK R 3/5
c

10

QPSK R 2/3
c

-2

QPSK R 3/4
c

QPSK R 4/5
c

QPSK Rc 5/6

BER

QPSK Rc 8/9

QPSK Rc 9/10

10 -3

QPSK Uncoded
8PSK R 3/5
c

8PSK R 2/3
c

8PSK R 3/4
c

8PSK R 4/5
c

10 -4

8PSK R 5/6
c

8PSK R 8/9
c

8PSK R 9/10
c

8PSK Uncoded
P target
b

10

-5

10

-6

-8

SNR boundary no jammimg

-6

-4

-2
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4
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8

10

12

14

Eb/No (dB)

Figure 8. Plots of bit error rate Pb (γ ) versus γ = Eb / N 0 in dB for 20 ACM modes applied FEC LDPC coding under AWGN, assuming

no jamming. Crossing points at Pb (γ ) = 10-5 (i.e., lower boundaries of γ i for ACM mode i) are marked by triangles in red. LDPC code
word length used in simulation is n = 64,800, as stated in DVB-S2 [9, p. 13].
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Table 4 lists the corresponding 20 modes of the adaptive code modulations. The SJNR
from column 5 in Table 4 is computed from equation (7).
TABLE 4
SNR BOUNDARIES FOR 20 ACM MODES APPLIED FEC LDPC CODING UNDER AWGN
"
OR AWGN PLUS JAMMING WHEN # = 10 dB and β = 1
$%

ACM
Mode
Index i
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ACM Mode
No Transmission
QPSK + Rc1/4
QPSK + Rc1/3
QPSK + Rc2/5
QPSK + Rc1/2
QPSK + Rc3/5
QPSK + Rc2/3
QPSK + Rc3/4
QPSK + Rc4/5
QPSK + Rc5/6
QPSK + Rc8/9
QPSK + Rc 9/10
QPSK
no coding
8PSK + Rc 3/5
8PSK + Rc 2/3
8PSK + Rc 3/4
8PSK + Rc 4/5
8PSK + Rc 5/6
8PSK + Rc 8/9
8PSK + Rc 9/10
8PSK
no coding

Bandwidth Efficiency
R (γ i )
= ( log 2 M ) Rc
B
( bits / ( s ⋅ Hz ) )

SNR Lower Bound γ i in dB for
ACM Mode i, i.e., Pb (γ b,i ) = 10−5

γ i ≤ γ < γ i +1

0
0.5
0.66
0.8
1
1.2
1.33
1.5
1.6
1.66
1.77
1.8

No Jamming
–
./,1 2 − 2.8
./,8 2 − 1.5
./,: 2 − 0.59
./,< 2 0.85
./,= 2 2.1
./,> 2 3.0
./,@ 2 3.9
./,A 2 4.5
./,B 2 5.0
./,1C 2 6.1
./,11 2 6.3

Under Jamming
–
./,1,7 2 –2.57
./,8,7 2 –1.18
./,:,7 2 –0.19
./,<,7 2 1.41
./,=,7 2 2.87
./,>,7 2 3.97
./,@,7 2 5.12
./,A,7 2 5.94
./,B,7 2 6.65
./,1C,7 2 8.37
./,11,7 2 8.72

2

./,18 2 9.6

./,18,7 2 20

1.8
2
2.25
2.4
2.5
2.66
2.7

./,1: 2 5.38
./,1< 2 6.43
./,1= 2 7.72
./,1> 2 8.61
./,1@ 2 9.2
./,1A 2 10.51
./,1B 2 10.82

3

./,8C 2 13

./,1:,7 2 7.22
./,1<,72 8.94
./,1=,7 2 11.61
./,1>,7 2 14.23
./,1@,7 2 16.95
./,1A,7 2 19.48
./,1B,7 2 17.64
./,8C,7 2 ∞
cannot be
achieved

Observe that modes 10, 11, and 12 (QPSK with 8/9 and 9/10 code rate and QPSK no coding)
have a higher cutoff SNR, while their bandwidth efficiencies are lower than mode 12 (8PSK with
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3/5 code rate). Thus, for the no-jamming case (Case A), modes 10 to 12 are deleted. For Case B,
modes 18 to 20 have a cutoff SNR (no jamming) lower than ES β N J . These cutoff values γ b ,i , J
cannot satisfy the target BER = 10-5 from equation (7) or Theorem 1. Modes 10 to 12 have lower
bandwidth efficiency but higher cutoff SNR values than mode 13. Therefore, a total of six ACM
modes in Case B will be deleted.
For Case C, it is assumed that the BER after LDPC decoding is still a type of Q(α )
function. For calculation purposes, the jamming signal Eb / N J = 10 dB is used; however, the
receiver does not have the jamming state information in this case. The calculation uses the
proposed algorithm from Figure 3 to determine the ACM modes for each region by testing the
cutoff SNR obtained from Case A in Table 4. Because finding the true BER using LDPC
decoding simulation is too time consuming, equation (7) is used to determine minimum SNR that
can achieve the target BER. The receiver compares the input cutoff SNR (obtained from Case A)
one by one, with the computed SJNR using equation (7).
Figure 9 shows the instantaneous spectral efficiency versus SNR γ = Eb / N 0 in dB for the
ACM with LDPC coding for Cases A, B, and C. Observe similar observations as those made for
Figure 4. Figure 10 shows the average bandwidth efficiency versus the average received SNR γ
for the ACM with LDPC. Similar observations can be seen in Figure 5. However, there is a small
gap between Case C and Case B when γ is high. Also, observe that the overall average
bandwidth efficiency of the LDPC ACM is higher than that of the convolutional FEC ACM,
even if a stricter BER equal to 10-5 is applied to the LDPC ACM. This is because the LDPC FEC
ACM can have higher code rate than the convolutional FEC ACM considered in this paper.
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Figure 9. Instantaneous spectral efficiency versus γ = Eb / N 0 in dB applied FEC LDPC from
Table 4, for no jamming (Case A), jamming with JSI (Case B), and jamming without JSI (Case
C). No fading is considered.

Figure 10. Average bandwidth efficiency comparisons of Cases A, B, and C applied FEC LDPC
from Table 4. Average is taken over Rician fading of Rican factor K = 5.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This research studied an adaptive code modulation to enhance the bandwidth and power
efficiency in a bandwidth and power constrained communication system environment. The
results here can be useful for future satellite communication system designs against jamming
environments. The proposed BER-based ACM algorithm, even with no jamming state
information, can show bandwidth efficiency performance close to that of ACM mode with JSI;
however, the ACM under jamming with JSI shows the best bandwidth efficiency performance
compared to other cases. The average BER of the proposed BER-based ACM algorithm shows
the best BER performance out of the three ACM schemes (ACM under AWGN, ACM under
jamming with no JSI, ACM under jamming with JSI) when the average SNR is small, such as
20 dB, and the BER floor occurs and is subjected to a jamming environment.
For future work, it is desirable to design an ACM where the average BER is within a
small upper and lower BER bound from the target BER.
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APPENDIX A
MAIN MATLAB CODE USED IN CALCULATIONS

Clc; clear; tic;
%------------Parameter---------------%
Pb=10^-3; % Target Probability of bit error
step=.1; % define Step for Eb/No
ebnodb = (0:step:40); % Eb/No range in dB
EbNo = 10.^(ebnodb/10); % Convert Eb/No from dB to numerical
EbNj_dB = 10; % define jamming signal
EbNj = 10.^(EbNj_dB/10);

%The effective symbol energy-to-jamming plus noise ratio (SJNR) from
%equation(6)
EbNoJam =(1./((1./EbNo)+(1/EbNj)));
EbNoJam_db = 10.*log10(EbNoJam);
K=5; %Rician K factor
%coefficient power (h) under Ricain fading from equation (2)
Numerator = sqrt(pi/2)*exp(-K/2)*((1+K)*(besseli(0,K/2))+K*(besseli(1,K/2)));
EbNodb = (ebnodb(1):1:ebnodb(end));
ebno = 10.^(EbNodb/10);
ebnoJam =(1./((1./ebno)+(1/EbNj)));
%Average of the received symbol SNR from equation (3)
%No jamming
gamma_bar = Numerator.*ebno;
gamma_bar_dB = 10.*log10(gamma_bar);
%Under jamming
gamma_bar_Jam = Numerator.*ebnoJam;
gamma_bar_Jam_dB = 10.*log10(gamma_bar_Jam);
%----- Transfer Function for each code rate as define in table I ------%
%Rc = 1/4
trellis1_4 = poly2trellis(8,[367 323 275 271]);
spect1_4 = distspec(trellis1_4,4);
%Rc = 1/3
trellis1_3 = poly2trellis(7,[171 165 133]);
spect1_3 = distspec(trellis1_3,4);
%Rc = 1/2
trellis1_2 = poly2trellis(7,[155 177]);
spect1_2 = distspec(trellis1_2,4);
%Rc = 2/3
trellis2_3 = poly2trellis([5 4],[5 23 27; 17 15 13]);
spect2_3 = distspec(trellis2_3,4);
%-----Unjammed QPSK-------%
%Calculating Bit Error Rate for each code rate
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uncodedBER_QPSK = berawgn(ebnodb,'psk',4,'nondiff');
codedBER1_4_QPSK = bercoding(ebnodb,'conv','s',1/4,spect1_4);
codedBER1_3_QPSK = bercoding(ebnodb,'conv','s',1/3,spect1_3);
codedBER1_2_QPSK = bercoding(ebnodb,'conv','s',1/2,spect1_2);
codedBER2_3_QPSK = bercoding(ebnodb,'conv','s',2/3,spect2_3);
%Calculating The SNR boundaries for each code rate using function SNRopt
UncodeSNR_QPSK = SNRopt(uncodedBER_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR1_4_QPSK = SNRopt(codedBER1_4_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR1_3_QPSK = SNRopt(codedBER1_3_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR1_2_QPSK = SNRopt(codedBER1_2_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR2_3_QPSK = SNRopt(codedBER2_3_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
%-----Unjammed 8PSK-------%
%Calculating Bir Error Rate for each code rate
uncodedBER_8PSK = berawgn(ebnodb,'psk',8,'nondiff');
codedBER1_2_8PSK = bercodingmod(ebnodb,'conv','s',1/2,spect1_2,8);
codedBER2_3_8PSK = bercodingmod(ebnodb,'conv','s',2/3,spect2_3,8);
%Calculating The SNR boundaries for each code rate using function SNRopt
UncodeSNR_8PSK = SNRopt(uncodedBER_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR1_2_8PSK = SNRopt(codedBER1_2_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
codeSNR2_3_8PSK = SNRopt(codedBER2_3_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
%-----Jamming QPSK-----%
JuncodedBER_QPSK = berawgn(EbNoJam_db,'psk',4,'nondiff');
JcodedBER1_4_QPSK = bercoding(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',1/4,spect1_4);
JcodedBER1_3_QPSK = bercoding(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',1/3,spect1_3);
JcodedBER1_2_QPSK = bercoding(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',1/2,spect1_2);
JcodedBER2_3_QPSK = bercoding(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',2/3,spect2_3);
%
JUncodeSNR_QPSK = SNRopt(JuncodedBER_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR1_4_QPSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER1_4_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR1_3_QPSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER1_3_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR1_2_QPSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER1_2_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR2_3_QPSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER2_3_QPSK,Pb,ebnodb);
%
% %-----Jamming 8PSK-----%
JuncodedBER_8PSK = berawgn(EbNoJam_db,'psk',8,'nondiff');
JcodedBER1_2_8PSK = bercodingmod(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',1/2,spect1_2,8);
JcodedBER2_3_8PSK = bercodingmod(EbNoJam_db,'conv','s',2/3,spect2_3,8);
JUncodeSNR_8PSK = SNRopt(JuncodedBER_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR1_2_8PSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER1_2_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
JcodeSNR2_3_8PSK = SNRopt(JcodedBER2_3_8PSK,Pb,ebnodb);
%-------Construct input for case A------%
%Arrange calculated SNR boundaries in orders
cutoffSNR = [ UncodeSNR_QPSK ...
codeSNR1_4_QPSK...
codeSNR1_3_QPSK ...
codeSNR1_2_QPSK...
codeSNR2_3_QPSK...
UncodeSNR_8PSK...
codeSNR1_2_8PSK ...
codeSNR2_3_8PSK...
];
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cutoff_SNR=unique(cutoffSNR(:));
spectrumUJ = [ log2(4)*1/4 ...
log2(4)*1/3 ...
log2(4)*1/2 ...
log2(4)*2/3 ...
log2(8)*1/2 ...
log2(4) ...
log2(8)*2/3 ...
log2(8)...
];
struct = [ spect1_4;...
spect1_3;...
spect1_2;...
spect2_3;...
spect1_2;...
spect2_3;...
spect2_3;...
spect2_3...
];
code_rate = [1/4;...
1/3;...
1/2;...
2/3;...
1/2;...
4;...
2/3;...
8;...
];
%-------Construct input for case B------%
%Arrange SNR in orders
JcutoffSNR = [ JUncodeSNR_QPSK ...
JcodeSNR1_4_QPSK...
JcodeSNR1_3_QPSK ...
JcodeSNR1_2_QPSK...
JcodeSNR2_3_QPSK...
JcodeSNR1_2_8PSK ...
JcodeSNR2_3_8PSK...
JUncodeSNR_8PSK
];
Jcutoff_SNR=unique(JcutoffSNR(:));
spectrumJ = [
log2(4)*1/3
log2(4)*1/2
log2(4)*2/3
log2(8)*1/2
log2(4) ...
log2(8)*2/3
log2(8) ...
];

log2(4)*1/4 ...
...
...
...
...
...
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Jstruct = [ spect1_4 ...
spect1_3 ...
spect1_2 ...
spect2_3 ...
spect1_2 ...
spect2_3 ...
spect2_3 ...
spect2_3 ...
];
Jcode_rate = [1/4 ...
1/3 ...
1/2 ...
2/3 ...
1/2 ...
2/3 ...
4 ...
8 ...
];
%-------Construct input for case C------%
cutoff_SNR1 = cutoff_SNR;
%Algoritm from Fig.2
if Jcutoff_SNR(1)>cutoff_SNR(1)
spectrumUJ1(1) = 0
struct1(1) = struct(1)
code_rate1(1) = 0
else
spectrumUJ1(1) = spectrumUJ1(1)
struct1(1) = struct(1)
code_rate1(1) = code_rate(1);
end
for i=2:length(spectrumUJ)
g=i
while cutoff_SNR(i)<Jcutoff_SNR(g)
g=g-1
end
spectrumUJ1(i) = spectrumUJ(g)
struct1(i) = struct(g)
code_rate1(i) = code_rate(g)
end
%----------Computing ---------%
for r=1:length(gamma_bar)
[UJAvgSpectral(r) ,UjAvgTruPut(r), Pb_bar_case1(r,:)] =
computingAvg(ebnodb,gamma_bar(r),cutoff_SNR,spectrumUJ,struct,code_rate,K);
[JAvgSpectral(r), JAvgTruPut(r), Pb_bar_case2(r,:)] =
computingAvg(ebnodb,gamma_bar_Jam(r),Jcutoff_SNR,spectrumJ,Jstruct,Jcode_rate
,K);
[JAvgSpectralcase3(r), JAvgTruPutcase3(r), Pb_bar_case3(r,:)] =
computingAvgcase3(ebnodb,gamma_bar_Jam(r),cutoff_SNR1,spectrumUJ1,struct1,cod
e_rate1,K);
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end
%-------Plotting----------%
%Figure1
figure
semilogy(ebnodb,[codedBER1_4_QPSK; codedBER1_3_QPSK; codedBER1_2_QPSK;
codedBER2_3_QPSK; ...
codedBER1_2_8PSK; uncodedBER_QPSK; codedBER2_3_8PSK; uncodedBER_8PSK; ...
JcodedBER1_4_QPSK; JcodedBER1_3_QPSK; JcodedBER1_2_QPSK; JcodedBER2_3_QPSK;
... JcodedBER1_2_8PSK; JuncodedBER_QPSK; JcodedBER2_3_8PSK;
JuncodedBER_8PSK])
grid on
legend('QPSK R_c 1/4','QPSK R_c 1/3','QPSK R_c 1/2','QPSK R_c 2/3'...
,'8PSK R_c 1/2','QPSK Uncoded','8PSK R_c 2/3','8PSK Uncoded', ...
'QPSK R_c 1/4','QPSK R_c 1/3','QPSK R_c 1/2','QPSK R_c 2/3'...
,'8PSK R_c 1/2','QPSK Uncoded','8PSK R_c 2/3','8PSK Uncoded')
title('Pb of QPSK and 8PSK modulation under AWGN no jamming case with no
coded, 1/4,1/3,1/2 and 2/3 code rate')
xlabel('Eb/No (dB)')
ylabel('BER')
%Figure 3
figure
semilogy(gamma_bar_dB,[UJAvgSpectral; JAvgSpectral; JAvgSpectralcase3])
grid on
legend('case1','case2','case3')
title('Average Spectrum Efficiency')
xlabel('Gamma bar dB')
ylabel('R(r)/B')
%Figure 4
figure
semilogy(gamma_bar_dB,[UjAvgTruPut; JAvgTruPut; JAvgTruPutcase3])
grid on
legend('case1','case2','case3')
title('Average Through Put')
xlabel('Gamma bar dB')
ylabel('R(r)/B')
%Figure 5
figure
semilogy(gamma_bar_dB,[sum(Pb_bar_case1,2) sum(Pb_bar_case2,2)
sum(Pb_bar_case3,2)])
grid on
legend('case1','case2','case3')
title('Avg BER (Pb bar)')
xlabel('Gamma bar dB')
ylabel('Pb bar')
toc;
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APPENDIX B
MATLAB CODE USED IN COMPUTING AVERAGE SPECTRUM EFFICIENCY,
AVERAGE THOURGHPUT AND AVERAGE OF PROBABILITY ERROR.
function [AvgSpectralsum, AvgTruPutSum, PrUJ, Pb_bar] =
computingAvg(ebnodb,gamma_bar,cutoff_SNR_dB,spectrumUJ,struct,code_rate,K)
% Function computingAvg uses in computing Average spectrum efficiency,
Average throughput and average of probability error.
% % ----- input ----- %
% ebnodb
: Given array of Eb/No in dB values
% gamma_bar
: Average SNR in dB values from given Eb/No
% cutoff_SNR_dB
: SNR Boundaries
% spectrumUJ
: Dmin
% struct
% code_rate
% K
% % ----- output ----- %
% AvgSpectralsum : Return an array of average spectrum efficiency of each
given average SNR
% AvgTruPutSum
: Return an array of average throughput of each given
average SNR
% Pb_bar

: Return the average of BER

tol = 1e-4 / gamma_bar^4;
tol(tol>1e-4) = 1e-4;
tol(tol<eps) = eps;
if tol>10^-11
a=10000;
else
a=150000;
end
if cutoff_SNR_dB(end)==ebnodb(end)
cutoff_SNR_dB=cutoff_SNR_dB(1:end-1);
end
%Probability Density Function of Rician Fading as define in equation (1)
IntPDFRician = @(x) ((K+1)/gamma_bar).*exp(-K((K+1)/gamma_bar).*x).*(besseli(0,2*sqrt(K*((K+1)/gamma_bar).*x)));
cutoff_SNR = 10.^(cutoff_SNR_dB/10); % convert SNR dB to numerical
%-------Calculate Probability of transmission for each region------%
for i = 2:length(cutoff_SNR_dB)
PrUJ(i-1) = integral(IntPDFRician,cutoff_SNR(i-1),cutoff_SNR(i));
end
PrUJ(i) = integral(IntPDFRician,cutoff_SNR(i),a);
PrUJ(PrUJ<0)=0;
%-------Calculate Average Spectrum Efficiency ------%
AvgSpectralsum = 0;
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for i = 1:length(PrUJ)
AvgSpectral = spectrumUJ(i)*PrUJ(i);
AvgSpectralsum =AvgSpectralsum+AvgSpectral;
end
%-------Calculate Average Probability of Bit Error ------%
for n=1:(length(cutoff_SNR_dB)-1)
Step=0.05;
EbNo1_dB = cutoff_SNR_dB(n):Step:cutoff_SNR_dB(n+1);
EbNo1 = 10.^(EbNo1_dB/10);
if mod(code_rate(n),1)==0
for m=1:length(EbNo1_dB)
Pb_bar_case(m) = berawgn(EbNo1_dB(m),'psk',code_rate(n),'nondiff')*...
((K+1)/gamma_bar)*exp(-K((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))*(besseli(0,2*sqrt(K*((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))))
;
end
count1=count1+1;
Pb_bar(n) = sum(Pb_bar_case)/length(EbNo1_dB);
else
for m=1:length(EbNo1_dB)
Pb_bar_case(m) =
bercoding(EbNo1_dB(m),'conv','s',code_rate(n),struct(n))*...
((K+1)/gamma_bar)*exp(-K((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))*(besseli(0,2*sqrt(K*((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))))
;
end
count2=count2+1;
Pb_bar(n) = sum(Pb_bar_case)/length(EbNo1_dB);
end
end
EbNo1_dB = cutoff_SNR_dB(n):Step:ebnodb(end);
EbNo1 = 10.^(EbNo1_dB/10);
if mod(code_rate(n+1),1)==0
for m=1:length(EbNo1_dB)
Pb_bar_case(m) =
berawgn(EbNo1_dB(m),'psk',code_rate(n+1),'nondiff')*...
((K+1)/gamma_bar)*exp(-K((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))*(besseli(0,2*sqrt(K*((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))))
;
end
count1=count1+1;
Pb_bar(n+1) = sum(Pb_bar_case)/length(EbNo1_dB);
else
for m=1:length(EbNo1_dB)
Pb_bar_case(m) =
bercoding(EbNo1_dB(m),'conv','s',code_rate(n+1),struct(n+1))*...
((K+1)/gamma_bar)*exp(-K((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))*(besseli(0,2*sqrt(K*((K+1)/gamma_bar)*EbNo1(m))))
;
end
count2=count2+1;
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Pb_bar(n+1) = sum(Pb_bar_case)/length(EbNo1_dB);
end
%-------Calculate Average Through Put ------%
Min = min(length(Pb_bar),length(PrUJ));
AvgTruPutSum = 0;
for i = 1:Min
AvgTruPut = spectrumUJ(i)*PrUJ(i)*(1-Pb_bar(i));
AvgTruPutSum =AvgTruPutSum+AvgTruPut;
end
end
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APPENDIX C
MATLAB CODE USED IN OPTIMIZING SNR VALUE FOR TARGET BER
function SNR = SNRopt(GivenBER,Pb,SNRdb)
%Function SNRopt is used in optimizing SNR value for target BER
% %--------input parameter---------%
%GivenBER :
Bit error rate from given SNR
%Pb
:
Target BER
%SNRdb :
Array of SNR values in dB
% %--------output parameter---------%
%SNR
:
Target SNR
y1 = abs(GivenBER-Pb);
y2 = unique(y1(:));
%
ddd = find(y1==y2(1));
eee = find(y1==y2(2));
SNR= mean([SNRdb(ddd) SNRdb(eee)]);
end
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